


DISCOVERY OF SÃO MIGUEL
White- Exclusive Suites & Villas 4*

Package price per person- based on a twin or double room, from: € 665,00 (valid for March- May 2021)  

Package price per person- based on a twin or double room, from: € 825,00 (Valid from June – September2021)

✓ This package includes accommodation at Hotel White- Exclusive Suites & Villas 4* x 5 nights with breakfast included

✓ Dinner experience at A TERRA AZOR restaurant

✓ Transfers from airport/ WHITE-Exclusive Suites& Villas/ airport in a private deluxe car

✓ Rental of jeep up to 3 hours with professional driver to discover Sete Cidades- the north of theisland

** This offer is subject to availability

This package applies to FITs only up to 10 guests, for bookings overpassing this number please contact us for a tailor-made quote



For a great experience on São MiguelADD-ON ACTIVITIES

Prices on request. Ask us for a quotation and more tailor-made options (including transport, lunches etc.)!

Ponta Delgada Walking Tour The hot springs of Furnas Whale and dolphin watching

What: Staying on São Miguel- the largest island of the

Azorean archipelago- is interchangeably linked to

discovering its capital- Ponta Delgada!

During the walking tour, you pass by renown

monuments and other highlights such as the three

arches, São Brás fortress, 5th of October square with the

so-called convent and chapel of Nossa Senhora da

Esperança.

What: Besides visiting the stunning north of the island and the

capital of São Miguel, bathing in one of Furnas´ natural hot water

swimming pools with approximately 36 ºC has to be experienced!

Moreover, Furnas offers a magnificent botanical garden which is

even counted among the most beautiful gardens in Europe.

Visiting Furnas also implies tasting the local “Cozido” dish for

lunch which is a mix of several different vegetables plus, beef,

pork, chicken and cooked underground.

What: The Azores are known for its cultural and biological

richness with being home to 28 cetacean species as well as a

multitude of turtles, seabird species- why not trying to capturing

the closest gaze on them?

In spring, blue, fin and sei whales can be more frequently

spotted while dolphins are more predominant in the summer

months.

Included:

- Transport and Official guide

- Optional: Stops for sampling local delicacies

Included:

- Transport and Official guide

- Entrance fee to swimming pool

- Local “Cozido” lunch

Included:

- Transport and Official guide

- Whale watching/ dolphin ticket



CONTACT US
Phone:

+44 (0) 1628 532020

Email:

cititravel@moulden-marketing.co.uk

mailto:cititravel@moulden-marketing.co.uk

